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Abstract. Various network technologies have been developed towards ubiqui-
tous computing. Actually, the specific network technology has its own protocol 
layer, characteristics and objectives. Due to these limitations, though cellular 
network and WPAN are being used in handset together, the services using both 
networks are not so popular until now. This paper presents a platform design 
integrating cellular network and WPAN and its application to the mobile game 
service. To develop services and applications which utilize cellular network 
and WPAN, we discuss the WPAN platform for handset. Various aspects are 
considered on the connection, which can expand the area of mobile services 
and applications. An illustrative application of this platform is introduced as a 
mobile game service. In the proposed game service, downloading games or 
game items, managing players, etc. are provided using cellular network. The 
actual game traffic between players utilizes WPAN. As shown in the proposed 
game service design, various applications are being expected through the 
WPAN platform.  

1   Introduction 

Portability and mobility are the main characteristics of mobile handset. With these 
characteristics and the development of technologies, various applications and services 
are being provided in handset [1][2].  

Nowadays, the trend of mobile handset can be summarized into two keywords, 
‘Convergence’ and ‘Connection’. With the rising trend of convergence, recent hand-
sets have the functions of digital camera, MP3 player, game device and other digital 
devices. Also, the world is connected to the handset. Using handset, home networking, 
telematics and health care, etc. can be provided for the user. 

WPAN technologies [3-10] have been applied to the handset, which enable the 
handset to connect to the digital devices, home networking appliances, telematics 
devices and so on. Recently, the Bluetooth is integrated into the mobile modem chip 
[8] and the home networking using ZigBee [2][4] is being developed in handset. In 
the near future, the WPAN will create new service area of handset.  



However, until now, the usage of WPAN in handset is very limited [6][9]. Hands-
free functions, the wireless connection to the PC and the connection to other devices 
are the main usages of Bluetooth in handset. As shown in these usages, though cellu-
lar network and WPAN are being used in handset together, the services using both 
networks are not so popular. It is mainly because these networks have different 
characteristics and business areas. 

Although each network technology has its own characteristics, service environ-
ments and business model, various applications can be provided to the user if there is 
a certain platform integrating cellular network and WPAN. Also, if there are some 
abstract layers which support both cellular networks, the developers can make the 
applications more easily.    

Considering these characteristics, in this paper, we present WPAN platform de-
sign for handset and the illustrative game design with the proposed platform. Various 
aspects of integration are considered. The WPAN platform in handset provides the 
application developer with the API’s including both networks. There are interworking 
methods for heterogeneous networks such as 3G/WLAN interworking [11] and Am-
bient Networks [12]. Different from those, the cellular network and WPAN can be 
provided simultaneously using the proposed WPAN platform.  

Illustrative application of this platform is introduced as a mobile game service. 
Service scenario, terminal platform and server infrastructure are also discussed. In the 
proposed game service, downloading games or items, management of the players, etc., 
are provided using cellular network. The actual game traffic between players utilizes 
WPAN. Aside from the Bluetooth games in GSM environment, the proposed game 
design considers full connection between two networks. As shown in the proposed 
game service design, various applications are being expected through the presented 
WPAN platform. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background 
and the motivation of this work are briefly introduced. In Section 3, the design of 
WPAN platform is discussed. In Section 4, implementation of mobile game using 
WPAN platform is presented and the conclusion follows in Section 5. 

2   Background and motivation 

Among the telecommunication devices and appliances, handset is the terminal to 
the user. Users can connect to internet or another person using handset, though there 
must be several parts in the background. The major trend of handset can be summa-
rized as follows :  

 •Convergence  
- Recent handset supports the functions of other digital devices such as 

digital camera, MP3 player, game device, etc.  
- Handset supports various network technologies such as DMB, WLAN, 

WiBro, WPAN and RFID. 
•Connection  

- Home networking, telematics and health care are being provided to the 
user by the handset.   



- Digital devices and appliances are connected to the handset  
WPAN such as Bluetooth, ZigBee and UWB is one of the key technologies for the 

connection and convergence. Though, up to now, only Bluetooth is commercialized 
in handset, ZigBee will be adopted to the handset in the near future and also UWB 
will be used.  

 
Fig. 1. Connection to other devices using handset  

The main objective of WPAN technologies is the connection between digital de-
vices. But the usage of WPAN is very restrictive in some sense. Though the WPAN 
is used for the connection between devices, there is not big interest on the 
telecommunication services.  
For example, Bluetooth game is provided in GSM environment. However, there is not 
much consideration on the connection between cellular network and Bluetooth.  

In this paper, we introduce WPAN platform for the convergence mobile game 
service by adopting Bluetooth among WPAN technologies. The scalability is consid-
ered for other WPAN technologies on mobile handset. 

3 WPAN Platform Architecture in handset and server  

3.1  Overview of the platform design  

To provide the WPAN API’s and connect them to the cellular network API’s, the 
WPAN platform should be developed. The earlier concept of WPAN platform has 
been introduced in [7].  

In terms of the design in handset, the following characteristics of WPAN platform 
must be considered. First, we should be able to develop applications independent of 



WPAN technologies. In addition, the applications should be operated separately from 
WPAN technologies in mobile handset. Second, application developer should be able 
to implement their WPAN application without detailed knowledge on WPAN tech-
nologies. Third, WPAN application should work well on the entire manufacturer’s 
mobile handset. Fourth, we should provide the user with the convenient connection 
methods. 

Considering these points, the architecture of the mobile handset will be composed 
as Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture of WPAN platform in handset 

We have implemented WPAN platform using Bluetooth and will extend it to the 
various WPAN technologies. The shaded parts in the Fig.2 indicate the implemented 
WPAN platform of the existing entire platform for the handset. 

3.2 Structure of WPAN platform  

The WPAN platform is designed based on the layer structure. PAL(PAN Adaptation 
Layer) is the hardware adaptation layer related to WPAN technologies and imple-
mented by manufacturer. There must be standardization on PAL. As each manufac-
turer has its own API set, the same API set must be provided. In the Platform Layer, 
the basic API’s are implemented from PAL API’s for device connection and data 
transfer. Besides API’s related to WPAN, the Platform Layer already has the various  
API set for UI, memory, process and so on. 
WPAN Core Layer has the application level API sets for each WPAN technologies. 
In this paper, we have implemented API sets related to Bluetooth service based on 
GOEP(General Object Exchange Profile), FTP(File Transfer Profile), OPP(Object 
Push Profile). WPAN App. Manager is a kind of application managing WPAN appli-
cations. These can be developed using the Platform Layer and WPAN Core Layer 
API sets.  



Finally, PAN Agent is background process like a daemon which receives WPAN 
event in the sleep state of the handset, invokes WPAN App. Manager and delivers 
that event. Fig. 3 shows an event flow for WPAN game setup between two devices. 
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Fig. 3. An event flow for WPAN game setup 

3.3 Server infrastructures  

Fig. 4 shows one example of server infrastructures and service flows for the mobile 
game. Because there are different kinds of mobile handset, ‘Handset Info Server’ 
determines whether a certain handset can support a specific game. ‘Payment Server’ 
takes the charges when purchasing game, items and scenarios. ‘Contents Registration 
Server’, ‘Contents Server’ and ‘Game Portal Server’ make contents providers register 
their game contents and help users to download these game contents. After download-
ing game, users can enjoy game with nearby players using WPAN. The users of a 
WPAN group can play with users of the other WPAN groups through the game 
server using cellular network. 
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Fig. 4. Server infrastructures and flow for mobile game service 

4 Mobile Game Design Using WPAN Platform  

4.1 Overview  

In the conventional mobile game in handset, people used to play locally after 
downloading new game using cellular network (like CDMA or GSM). Otherwise, 
users could enjoy online games through cellular network. However, they cannot sat-
isfy user’s expectation in a sense of rivalry. Online game through a cellular network 
cannot be widely used due to the loose response time and expensive service charge. 
Though Bluetooth game is provided in GSM environment, there is not much consid-
eration of the connection between cellular network and Bluetooth.  
Aside from those game services described above, various aspects must be considered.  
For the first aspect, there is a certain competitor. In the case of local playing game, 
users should match computer (game software itself). In the case of online game they 
should compete with uncertain players. Meanwhile, WPAN based game service has  
benefit to enjoy the game with known players such as friends face to face. Second, 
users can enjoy realistic match. It is responded irregularly and immediately. Third, 
the game could be expanded by itself by downloading game scenarios, items, and 
characters through cellular network. Fourth, the game could be created and played 
among multi personal area network through cellular network. Under the convergence 



environment, we can provide various distinctive services with four factors described 
before.  

4.2 Scenarios for the Game Service 

For the presented mobile game, the possible scenarios are as follows.  
 All game players have the same game in their mobile handset. 
 Some of the game players have the same game in their mobile handset, 

which the others do not have. 
 Nobody has the game in his/her mobile handset. 

A user who has the game can ask new user or registered user to play game. A coun-
terpart who receives the event for game request can choose acceptance or rejection.  
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Fig. 5. Game request and game start scenarios in wireless personal area network 

 
In case of acceptance, WPAN platform checks the existence of same game on the 
mobile handset, and if there is the same game, WPAN platform execute the game 
application with an argument which is the Bluetooth address of the opponent’s mo-
bile handset. If there is no same game, WPAN platform invokes WAP (Wireless 
Application Protocol) browser in order to download the game application on the mo-
bile handset through cellular network. Fig. 5 shows a service scenario example of 
WPAN game.  

In a convergence environment, we can provide various mobile game services by 
using cellular network. First, we can apply new items or characters to the existed 



game. It is possible to fill up the consumptive items with the connection of mobile 
payment service. In addition, one can download the scenarios of game itself. Second, 
it is possible to play game among WPAN game groups. This can be used in a big 
scale game like a role playing game. It is necessary to implement game server in 
order to support connection among groups of WPAN game. Considering these char-
acteristics, various applications are being expected using the connection and conver-
gence.  

Fig. 6 shows the concept of the game play between two WPAN groups through 
the cellular network. 
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Fig. 6. The game play through the cellular network  

5. Conclusion and Future Works 

In this paper, we have presented a WPAN platform for handset and a mobile game 
service design using the WPAN platform. The WPAN platform discussed in this 
paper integrates cellular network and WPAN in handset and provides API’s to the 
application developers. For the management of services and devices, server infra 
structure has also been considered.  

Also, a mobile game design is introduced using the WPAN platform. Different 
from the existing mobile games, various aspects are considered by the connection of 
cellular network and WPAN, which can expand the area of mobile game and can 
make new service areas. As shown the proposed game service design, various appli-
cations are being expected with the WPAN platform. 

With this WPAN Platform, we do not need to modify applications although mobile 
handset may adopt the other WPAN technology. Application developers are able to 
implement their WPAN application without detailed knowledge about WPAN tech-



nologies. WPAN applications work well on the entire manufacturer’s mobile handset 
as well. 

The presented WPAN platform and mobile game are about to be launched in Ko-
rea by SK Telecom. For the commercialization, seamless recovery algorithm and 
reconfiguration mechanism are necessary when one user in game group is dropped 
abnormally. These remain future work.  
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